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ABSTRACT Molecular dynamics simulations have been applied to the DNA octamer d(GCGCA-GAAC)  d(GTTCGCGC),
which has an adenine bulge at the center to determine the pathway for interconversion between the stacked and extended
forms. These forms are known to be important in the molecular recognition of bulges. From a total of 35 ns of simulation
time with the most recent CHARMM27 force field a variety of distinct conformations and subconformations are found.
Stacked and fully looped-out forms are in excellent agreement with experimental data from NMR and x-ray crystallography.
Furthermore, in a number of conformations the bulge base associates with the minor groove to varying degrees. Transitions
between many of the conformations are observed in the simulations and used to propose a complete transition pathway
between the stacked and fully extended conformations. The effect on the surrounding DNA sequence is investigated and
biological implications of the accessible conformational space and the suggested transition pathway are discussed, in
particular for the interaction of the MS2 replicase operator RNA with its coat protein.
INTRODUCTION
Errors during replication and recombination of double-
stranded DNA may result in mismatched basepairs or the
insertion/deletion of nucleotides. Although both types of
mutation might compromise the biological fidelity of DNA,
the most severe consequences can arise when nucleotide
base bulges constitute the starting point for frameshift mu-
tagenesis (Streisinger et al., 1966). Deficiencies in the nat-
ural repair mechanisms increase genetic instability through
homologous recombination (Modrich and Lahue, 1996) and
have been identified as the cause of both hereditary and
sporadic tumors (Kolodner, 1996; Eshleman and Markow-
itz, 1995). Bulge-containing DNA is initially recognized by
MutS protein during prokaryotic MutHLS-type mismatch
repair (Kolodner, 1996) and MSH2 MSH6 complexes with
a high degree of sequence similarity to MutS in prokaryotic
organisms (Marsischky et al., 1996; Genschel et al., 1998),
but only very limited detailed structural information is
available on the recognition mechanism. Specific binding to
DNA with bulged nucleotides has also been reported for
antitumor drugs (Kappen and Goldberg, 1993, 1997), inter-
calating agents (Nelson and Tinoco, 1985; Woodson and
Crothers, 1988a; Lippard and Berg, 1993), and metal com-
plexes (Cheng et al., 1999).
In RNA, nucleotide bulges play an important role as
secondary structure elements (Turner, 1992) for specific
recognition by proteins (Wyatt and Tinoco, 1993), RNA
splicing (Query et al., 1994), and RNA folding (Tang and
Draper, 1990). Prominent examples for the involvement of
bulged bases in protein-RNA interactions include binding of
ribosomal proteins to ribosomal RNA (Peattie et al., 1981;
Baudin and Romaniuk, 1989; Zhang et al., 1989), binding of
Tat protein to the transactivation response region (TAR)
RNA of HIV-1 (Puglisi et al., 1992; Aboula-ela et al., 1995)
and binding of phage R17, MS2, and GA coat proteins to an
RNA stem-loop containing the translational repression op-
erator and initiation site for the replicase gene (Wu and
Uhlenbeck, 1987; Valegard et al., 1994, 1997).
Although the structure of regular double-stranded nucleic
acids is generally well understood, relatively few studies
have examined the effect of extra unpaired nucleotides
on the helical structure of nucleic acids. Comparisons of
electrophoretic mobilities in polyacrylamide gels have sug-
gested the introduction of significant bending at the pres-
ence of bulge bases (Rice and Crothers, 1989; Bhatta-
charyya and Lilley, 1989; Wang and Griffith, 1991) with
bend angles of 10–20° per extra base as measured by
transient electric birefringence (Zacharias and Hagerman,
1995). Similar conclusions have also been found from elec-
tron microscopy (Hsieh and Griffith, 1989) and fluores-
cence energy transfer experiments (Gohlke et al., 1994).
Higher-resolution structural data of bulge-containing dou-
ble-stranded DNA and RNA molecules is available from
NMR and x-ray diffraction studies, mostly for single bulges.
The data on DNA support two main conformation types for
bulge-containing double-stranded nucleic acids with bulge
bases either stacked with the rest of the helix or looped-out
in a more extended conformation that have been postulated
earlier (Fresco and Alberts, 1960). From NMR experiments
it appears that in solution purine bulge bases prefer the
stacked conformation (Patel et al., 1982; Hare et al., 1986;
Nikonowicz et al., 1989, 1990; Rosen et al., 1992; Woodson
and Crothers, 1988b) independent of sequence context and
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temperature (Kalnik et al., 1989a). Pyrimidine bulge bases,
however, are reported in an equilibrium between both forms
(Morden et al., 1983, 1990; van den Hoogen et al., 1988a)
that is shifted toward the stacked or looped-out form de-
pending on temperature and/or sequence context (Kalnik et
al., 1989b, 1990). X-ray crystal diffraction experiments of
DNA fragments containing single adenine bulges with a
very similar sequence as those studied by NMR have found
extra-helical conformations (Miller et al., 1988; Joshua-Tor
et al., 1988, 1992). Although these findings are in contrast
with the NMR results, they may indicate a shifted equilib-
rium toward a looped-out conformation as a consequence of
the close packing in the crystal environment, especially
when the looped-out base is intercalated with a symmetri-
cally related neighboring helix (Joshua-Tor et al., 1992). A
preference of purine bulges for stacked conformations com-
pared to pyrimidine bulges in equilibrium between stacked
and looped-out forms as seen in solution is also more
consistent with the finding that helix bending is more pro-
nounced with purine bulges than with pyrimidine bulges
(Wang and Griffith, 1991). Helix bending can be easily
explained by extra intrahelical bases on one strand while a
looped-out base allows for stacking of the flanking bases so
that a straighter helix structure can be assumed (Joshua-Tor
et al., 1992).
In bulge-containing RNA stacked and extended bulge
conformations depend on the environment in a similar way
as for DNA. Under solution conditions, stacked (Borer et
al., 1995; Kerwood and Borer, 1996; Smith and Nikono-
wicz, 1998; Thiviyanathan et al., 2000) and partially
looped-out conformations (Greenbaum et al., 1996) are
found for a single adenine bulge, while a single uridine base
has been reported to be completely looped-out (van den
Hoogen et al., 1988b). In the crystal environment single
adenine bulges are extended in unbound RNA (Cate et al.,
1996; Portmann et al., 1996; Golden et al., 1998; Ennifar et
al., 1999; Sudarsanakumar et al., 2000) and in complexes
with phage MS2 coat protein (Valegard et al., 1994, 1997;
Rowsell et al., 1998; van den Worm et al., 1998), suggesting
again that crystal and protein environments shift the equi-
librium between stacked and extended conformations to-
ward the extended form from a preference for the stacked
form in solution.
Recently, continuum solvent modeling was used to ex-
amine possible conformations of the DNA fragment d(CG-
CAGAA)  d(TTCGCG) with an adenine bulge (Zacharias
and Sklenar, 1997) and compare them with experimental
data for an extra adenine base in the same (Patel et al., 1982;
Nikonowicz et al., 1989, et al., 1990; Joshua-Tor et al.,
1992) or a very similar (Hare et al., 1986) sequence context.
Both experimentally observed structures with the bulge base
stacked between flanking bases or looped-out were found as
local energy minima during the conformational search. The
energy for the best stacked form was found to be 2.5
kcal/mol lower than for the lowest energy looped-out form.
Although the difference of the total energy lies within the
accuracy of the calculation method, significant differences
in individual energetic contributions could be determined.
The results suggest that the stacked form is stabilized
mainly by favorable electrostatic interactions within the
nucleic acid backbone, while the looped-out benefits most
from favorable electrostatic contributions to the solvation
energy.
Interestingly, another low-energy conformation was iden-
tified that can be classified as intermediate between the
stacked and fully looped-out forms. It involves the forma-
tion of a base triple with the adjacent basepairs in the minor
groove and is energetically very close to the stacked form
(0.5 kcal/mol). However, the modeling approach used in
the above study did not propose a path for interconversion.
Another limitation due to the lack of explicit modeling of
solvent molecules is that this study did not take into account
dynamic properties that may be relevant for coupling be-
tween DNA and solvent, and are expected to give rise to
varying entropic contributions for different conformations
(Zacharias and Sklenar, 1997). This appears to be an im-
portant factor, as recent studies have found interactions with
explicit ions to be a key aspect in shifting the equilibrium of
regular nucleic acid structures between A and B conforma-
tions (Feig and Pettitt, 1999b; Jayaram et al., 1998).
Molecular dynamics simulations with an explicit ionic
solvent representation in atomic detail can be used to ad-
dress some of the limitations in previous modeling studies.
More extensive conformational sampling in such simula-
tions provides a more detailed view of the complex energy
landscape and the accessible conformational space. Differ-
ent bulge orientations in the extended form that occur in the
available x-ray structures raise the question whether there
are corresponding distinct stable subconformations. Partic-
ularly interesting in the biological context is the transition
between extended and stacked forms because experimental
data appear to suggest that bulge bases may be mostly
stacked in solution, but fully extended in contact with a
protein (Valegard et al., 1994; Borer et al., 1995). Informa-
tion about a possible transition pathway and its energetics as
well as the role of the surrounding sequence would be a
valuable addition to understanding RNA-protein interac-
tions that involve bulge bases.
Many molecular dynamics simulations studies have been
performed on regular DNA and RNA molecules (Auffinger
and Westhof, 1998; Beveridge et al., 1994, 1997; Cheatham
et al., 1997b). Following recent methodological and com-
putational advances it is now possible to run stable simula-
tions over many nanoseconds (Weerasinghe et al., 1995a;
Feig and Pettitt, 1998b; Cheatham and Kollman, 1997b;
Cheatham et al., 1997a; Young et al., 1997b; Young and
Beveridge, 1998; Auffinger and Westhof, 1997; Duan et al.,
1997) that are increasingly successful in matching and ex-
tending experimental data with respect to structure of the
nucleic acid itself (Feig and Pettitt, 1998b; Cheatham and
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Kollman, 1996, 1997b; Young et al., 1997b; Young and
Beveridge, 1998; MacKerell, 1997; Lee et al., 1995) and the
surrounding solvent (Feig and Pettitt, 1998a, 1999a;
Cheatham et al., 1997a; Cheatham and Kollman, 1997a;
Young et al., 1997a). Although molecular dynamics simu-
lations of nucleic acid structures with base mismatches have
been reported (Weerasinghe et al., 1995b), to our knowl-
edge no such studies have been performed on DNA with
bulged nucleotides. Here, we will present results from mo-
lecular dynamics simulations on the multi-nanosecond time
scale of the same DNA fragment as in the previous model-
ing study, but with an extra C  G basepair on either side.
We find that five main conformations can be distinguished
where the base is stacked (S), fully extended (E), forms a
base triple in the minor groove (T), associated with the
DNA in the major groove (M), or along the minor groove
(G). These conformers form our postulated transition coor-
dinate.
This paper is organized as follows. Following a descrip-
tion of the methods used we will discuss the conformational
variety of bulge base structures from the simulation data and
evaluate the results by comparison with the available ex-
perimental data from NMR and x-ray crystal diffraction.
Then, we will continue with an analysis of structure and
dynamics of the remaining basepairs in the simulated nu-
cleic acid fragment at different bulge conformations and
examine the role of the explicit solvent. Finally, the results
are discussed within the biological context, in particular
with respect to implications for bulge-specific interactions
between proteins and nucleic acids.
METHODS
Simulations
In this paper we report results from four molecular dynamics simulation
runs of the double-stranded DNA fragment d(GCGCAGAAC)  (GTTC 
GCGC) with an extra adenine bulge on the first strand. They are summa-
rized in Table 1. The solvent is represented by explicit water molecules,
sodium counterions to balance the DNA charge, and additional sodium
chloride ion pairs to arrive at 0.5 M salt concentration. The bulk of the
simulations were run with a recently improved version of the CHARMM
force field (Foloppe and MacKerell, 2000; MacKerell and Banavali, 2000)
that provides a well-balanced representation of nucleic acid conformations
(MacKerell and Banavali, 2000). Preliminary simulations for comparison,
not discussed in detail in this paper, were also run with the AMBER force
field (Cornell et al., 1995). In the AMBER simulations stacked and
extended bulge conformations were only stable for up to a few nanosec-
onds during the beginning of the simulations. From the stacked and
extended forms the bulge base moved into the minor and major grooves,
respectively, where they remained for the rest of the simulations. These
structures, termed triple (T) and major groove (M), are shown in Fig. 1 for
reference. Similar conformations have also been found by continuum
solvent modeling (Zacharias and Sklenar, 1997), although the lack of
support by experimental data suggests that at best these conformations
represent only transient structures. In contrast, structural results from
simulations with the CHARMM27 force field presented in this paper are in
good agreement with available experimental evidence.
The simulation program was developed in this laboratory (Smith et al.,
1996). It uses periodic boundary conditions, the velocity Verlet integration
schemes (Allen and Tildesley, 1987), and the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert
et al., 1977) to enforce holonomic constraints of all chemical bonds and
allow an integrator time step of 2 fs. Electrostatic interactions were
calculated using a twin-range implementation (Smith and Pettitt, 1995) of
the exact Ewald summation technique (de Leeuw et al., 1980; Smith and
Pettitt, 1994). The direct contribution to the Ewald sum was calculated
every time step within a first cutoff of 1.2 nm and updated every 10 steps
from 1.2 nm to the second cutoff set at 2.0 nm, corresponding to half of the
box size. A convergence factor  of 1.5 and 15 reciprocal space vectors in
each direction achieved optimal performance. All simulations used TIP3P
water parameters (Jorgensen et al., 1983) and recently improved ion
parameters (Roux et al., 1995) and were run at 300 K within an NVT
ensemble.
Two simulations were started from the lowest energy structures from
the continuum solvent modeling studies with the adenine bulge base in the
stacked (S-C, stacked-CHARMM) and looped-out (E-C, extended-
CHARMM) conformations. In the following we will abbreviate the sim-
ulations according to Table 1, with the first letter describing the starting
conformation. The other two shorter simulations were started from the
intermediate conformations found in the preliminary AMBER simulations
after several nanoseconds’ simulation time. The first (T-C, triple-
CHARMM) was started with the bulge base in the minor groove forming
a base triple with the previous C  G basepair. The second simulation (M-C,
major groove-CHARMM) started with the bulge base associated with the
major groove.
The protocol for initial equilibration for simulations S-C and E-C
follows a previously described procedure (Weerasinghe et al., 1995a; Feig
and Pettitt, 1998b). An initial 20-step steepest descent minimization is
followed by alternating runs with either the solvent or the solute fixed and
velocity reassignment every 50 steps from a canonical Maxwell distribu-
tion at 300 K for up to 500 ps to allow sufficient equilibration of the nucleic
acid structure with the solvent. Configurations were collected every 100 fs
over total simulation times of 10.1 ns (S-C), 20.0 ns (E-C), 2.6 ns (T-C),
and 2.7 ns (M-C).
We note in particular the sodium ions, which were initially added to the
simulation box by randomly replacing water molecules, require at least
several hundred picoseconds to form an ion atmosphere around DNA (Feig
and Pettitt, 1999b). Preliminary studies from this laboratory (M. Feig and
TABLE 1 Parameters of simulations discussed in this paper
Name Starting Form Waters Na Cl Box Size Length
S-C Stacked 1617 25 10 3.7  3.7  4.0 nm3 10.1 ns
E-C Looped-out 1945 25 10 4.0 4.0  4.0 nm3 20.0 ns
T-C Triple 1617 25 10 3.7  3.7  4.0 nm3 2.6 ns
M-C Major groove 1945 25 10 4.0  4.0  4.0 nm3 2.7 ns
The simulations will be referred to by the abbreviation in the first column. The given length of the simulations is the total time, including all initial
equilibration. The “stacked” and “looped-out” starting conformations refer to low-energy structures from continuum solvent modeling (Zacharias and
Sklenar, 1997), the “triple” and “major groove” forms are stable conformations with the AMBER force field.
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B. M. Pettitt, unpublished results) suggested an important role for ionic
effects in stabilizing DNA with a bulge base in different conformations.
Previous experiences with DNA simulations under similar conditions
(Feig and Pettitt, 1998b) suggest time scales of several nanoseconds before
a dynamical and structural equilibrium between DNA and solvent is fully
established in simulations started with completely unequilibrated water
molecules and random ion positions. Full dynamical equilibria were found
to be established after 3-4 ns. In this paper we will also only consider
simulation data after 3 ns in the following analysis of the simulations S-C
and E-C. For simulations T-C and M-C such long equilibration times are
not necessary, because they were continued from structures that were
already fully equilibrated with respect to the DNA-solvent interface. Con-
sidering only the first few hundred picoseconds as “equilibration time”
appears to be sufficient for these trajectories.
All simulation runs were carried out in parallel on IBM SP-2 computers
at San Diego Supercomputing Center and at the Texas Center for Compu-
tational and Information Sciences at the University of Houston.
Analysis
For the analysis of the backbone and geometry of the paired non-bulge
bases, standard procedures were used (Saenger, 1984; Dickerson et al.,
1989). As in earlier studies (Feig and Pettitt, 1998b) the NEWHEL93
algorithm (Dickerson, 1992) was chosen for the calculation of helical
parameters because its use of a local helical axis as a reference frame seems
appropriate for the analysis of short DNA fragments, as in this study.
The orientation of the adenine bulge base will be described by three
translational and three rotational parameters, , , and , as shown in Fig.
2. Their definition is explained in detail in the Appendix.
RESULTS
Bulge conformations
The two long simulations, S-C and E-C, generated a wide
variety of structures covering stacked as well as partially
and completely looped-out conformations, including some
new minor conformations that have not been reported pre-
viously from experiment or modeling studies to our knowl-
edge.
The most characteristic parameter that describes the con-
formational variation of the bulge base is the rotation angle
 introduced above that easily distinguishes between
stacked and looped-out base conformations. For some con-
formations the bulge base tilts significantly toward the
helical axis of the DNA. Therefore, the angle  measuring
this inclination angle represents another important quantity
to describe the bulge conformation. Variations in the bulge
displacements for fixed / values are relatively small
because of the limited flexibility in the DNA backbone, and
therefore less informative. If the pivoting of the bulge base
around the glycosidic linkage (measured by ) is neglected,
the angles  and  provide a good description of the bulge
orientation and will be used in the following as the main
quantities to distinguish different conformations.
Fig. 3 shows the sampling of  and  values during all
simulations. Five main conformations can be distinguished
where the base is either stacked (S), fully extended (E),
forms a base triple in the minor groove (T), associated with
the DNA in the major groove (M), or along the minor
groove (G). T and M conformations are stable with the
AMBER force field and represent the starting points for the
T-C and M-C simulations. The S, E, and G conformations
can be divided further into subconformations, denoted by
S1, E1, etc., and are discussed in more detail below. The
time series of  and  are given in Fig. 4 for S-C and E-C
and in Fig. 5 for T-C and M-C. The stacked form is
maintained throughout the whole simulation in S-C. By
FIGURE 1 Stereo diagrams (wall-eyed) of average structures in T and M
configurations from simulation with AMBER force field. Edge basepairs
are omitted for clarity.
FIGURE 2 Parameter definition for specifying the bulge base orienta-
tion. A reference frame is constructed from the flanking basepairs (blue).
The translational parameters x (slide), y (shift), and z (rise) describe
the position of the center of mass (CM) of the bulge base. The rotational
parameters  and  are defined for the orientation of the vector from the
C1 atom to the bulge center of mass.  measures the rotation of the base
around this vector.
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contrast, during the 20-ns E-C simulation the bulge first
moves from the initial structure to the E1/E2 region remain-
ing completely extended up to 10-ns simulation time. At
that time a rotation around the backbone toward the minor
groove is initiated that brings the bulge base near the triple
form. The bulge base remains associated with the minor
groove in different conformations G1–G4 until 16.5 ns,
when it moves back into the extended E2 form. In the M-C
simulation the bulge base leaves the major groove almost
immediately and moves to the extended forms E1, and then
E2. In simulation T-C the initial triple form is stable for a
longer period of 1 ns before a transition into the stacked
conformation occurs. Simulations M-C and T-C indicate
that the M and T starting conformations, preferred with the
AMBER force field, are not particularly favorable confor-
mations with the CHARMM27 force field, although the T
conformation can be somewhat stable.
The population of  and  angles for the S and E
conformations is shown at higher resolution in Fig. 6. The
more detailed view shows separate minima in the E and S
conformations, suggesting a distinction between subconfor-
mations S1/S2 and E1/E2. Because each of these contour
diagrams is calculated from a single trajectory (S: S-C, E:
E-C) they represent the actual free energy landscape within
each conformation. Thus, it is possible to examine the free
energy profile for transitions between subconformations
FIGURE 3 Extent of conforma-
tional sampling for different bulge
orientations as measured by spher-
ical coordinates  and  (see text)
during simulations S-C, E-C
(blue), and M-C, T-C (green).
Contour lines are shown at popu-
lation densities of 1.875  105/
deg2 (thick lines) and 6.25  105/
deg2 (thin lines). Labels for local
minima are shown according to
the text.
FIGURE 4 Time series of spherical coordinates 
(black) and  (green) for simulations S-C and E-C.
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S1/S2 and E1/E2. S2 has a relative free energy of 0.2
kcal/mol compared to S1, with a separating barrier of 0.4
kcal/mol. E1 and E2 differ by 0.1 kcal/mol with a barrier
of 0.2 kcal/mol. For comparison, the minimum energy
structure for the S conformations from continuum solvent
modeling (Zacharias and Sklenar, 1997) is marked in Fig. 6
and matches the energetically slightly higher S2 subconfor-
mation.
Using Fig. 4, time intervals have been determined during
which the bulge base maintains a specific conformation.
They are listed in Table 2 and will be used in the following
for calculating average structural properties for each con-
formation.
The average three-dimensional structures in Fig. 7 give a
first view of the structural features arising in different
conformations. Not only the orientation of the bulge itself,
but also variations in the surrounding DNA structure are
interesting. In most structures the bulge introduces some
degree of bending toward the strand without the bulge or
toward the major groove. In the more extended conforma-
tions E, G, and M the backbone structure around the bulge
base is altered significantly to accommodate different ori-
entations of the bulge.
Looking at the structures in more detail, it is possible to
induce some aspects of how they are stabilized to form
distinct conformations. In the S conformation the bulge is
sandwiched between the cytosine and guanine bases in 5
and 3 direction, respectively. However, rather than stack-
ing equally with both bases, the bulge stacks preferentially
either with the cytosine base in the S2 conformation or with the
guanine base in the slightly lower energy S1 conformation.
A larger conformational space is accessible to the bulge
base when it is fully extended. The average structures only
reflect the midpoints of considerable tilting and swiveling
around the glycosidic linkage. However, the backbone re-
mains fairly rigid within each subconformation, effectively
limiting and partitioning the conformational region that is
accessible to the bulge base into distinct but energetically
very similar subregions. In the E1 and E2 conformations
different backbone structures cause the base to be oriented
more along the major groove. In E2 the backbone follows an
S-shape where the phosphate group between the (fourth)
cytosine base and the bulge base is actually located further
down along the helical axis than the next phosphate group
between the bulge and the (sixth) guanine base. In the E1
conformation a similar, although less pronounced, effect is
repeated one base further down toward the 3 end with the
phosphate group between the fifth and sixth base being
almost on the same height as the phosphate group between
the sixth and seventh base. The furanose ring is pulled down
as a result and points toward the edge of the major groove.
In the E-C simulation, transitions occur between the E2 and
G1/G4 conformations. The G1 and G4 structures also have
an S-shaped phosphate backbone very similar to the E2
structure, but the sugar ring at the bulge is rotated around
the C3-C4 bond into the minor groove with the attached
base oriented along the backbone in front of the minor
groove. G1 and G4 are almost identical structures except for
the orientation of the base itself. In the G1 conformation the
amino group of the base points into the groove. Although
the base is located 	4.0 Å from the DNA, which is too far
to form direct hydrogen bonding contacts, solvent mole-
cules mediate the interaction with the second and third
basepairs. The bulge base is positioned more outside of the
groove in the G4 conformation oriented perpendicular to the
G1 base orientation. The S-shaped backbone is unwound in
the G2 and G3 conformations, pushing the furanose ring and
the base further into the minor groove. As between G1 and
G4, the difference between the G2 and G3 conformations is
also the degree of association of the bulge base with the rest
of the DNA. The interaction now occurs mostly with the
opposite strand around the second and third basepairs, and
in the more closely interacting G2 conformation a hydrogen
bond is formed from the H61 atom to the sugar ring oxygen
O4 of the guanine in the second basepair (distance: 2.1 Å).
FIGURE 5 Time series of spherical coordinates  (black) and  (green)
for simulations T-C and M-C.
TABLE 2 Time intervals used for averaging over bulge
conformations
Simulation Conformation Averaging Intervals (ns)
S-C S1 3.9–4.4/4.6–5.0/8.7–9.3
S2 7.1–8.2/9.5–9.7
E-C E1 6.0–7.7
E2 3.6–4.5/8.0–8.5/17.1–20.0
G1 13.0–14.8/16.2–16.5
G2 11.6–12.0
G3 12.1–13.0
G4 10.8–11.2/15.3–15.6
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Table 3 contains a compilation of average bulge param-
eters for each conformation to provide a more quantitative
description. It is interesting to look at the fluctuations given
in the table as well. As one would expect, they are generally
much less for the conformations in which the bulge base is
more closely associated with the rest of the DNA as in the
S1, S2, G1, and G2 conformations. However, very large
fluctuations in the  angle in G2 indicate that the base pivots
quite extensively around its glycosidic linkage. The largest
fluctuations are found for the extended conformations in the
rotational and translational parameters.
More important than local dynamics within a confor-
mation are transitions between the quite distinct main
conformations that have occurred in our simulations giv-
ing rise to our proposed transition mechanism (see be-
low). Most interesting is the almost completed transition
from E1/E2 through G4/G1 and G3/G2 to the T form that
provides a continuous pathway between the stacked and
extended forms together with the transition from T to
S1/S2 implied by simulation T-C. Fig. 8 shows snapshots
along the pathway during the E-C simulation from an E2
structure to a G2 conformation closest to the T form. The
transition occurs by a rotation around the backbone into
the minor groove leading to a vertical position parallel to
the helical axis and then a tilt back to a perpendicular
orientation inside the groove.
Intuitively, one might except a movement where the base
remains mostly perpendicular to the helical axis throughout
the rotation around the backbone and then slides directly
into the triple form, but the simulation indicates that such a
pathway cannot be easily accommodated by the backbone.
The backbone also imposes a barrier to the remaining tran-
sition from G2 to T that could not be observed and will be
discussed below. Another important aspect is the role of
sodium ions and coordinated water molecules that appear to
stabilize the G conformations and may also prevent a tran-
FIGURE 6 Population densities for stacked (S) and
extended (E) bulge conformations measured by spher-
ical coordinates  and  from simulations S-C and
E-C, respectively. Contour levels are shown at 2.0 
104/deg2, 8.0  104/deg2, 1.4  103/deg2, and 2.0 
103/deg2 for S forms. The levels for E are 8.0 
105/deg2, 1.6  104/deg2, and 3.0  104/deg2. Low-
est energy stacked conformation from continuum sol-
vent modeling (Zacharias and Sklenar, 1997) is indi-
cated by .
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sition into the T form in the simulation. Fig. 9 shows the
solvent arrangement at the last snapshot closest to the
triple conformation in Fig. 8. The base is sandwiched
between two sodium ions and their solvation shells, one
of which occupies the space where the bulge base would
have to move to in order to assume the triple conforma-
tion. Similarly strong solvent interactions are also found
for the other G conformations. At some times even direct
ion-base associations have been observed. A more de-
tailed analysis of the role of solvent could provide addi-
tional insight into the stabilization of different bulge
conformations and would go beyond the scope, but will
be discussed in a future paper.
Helix structure
After discussing the simulated structures of the bulge base
with respect to the DNA helix, we will now focus on how
the structure of the rest of the DNA is influenced by the
presence of a bulge base. The most obvious effect is bend-
ing of the DNA helix. Table 4 shows the magnitudes and
directions of bending at the bulge site calculated from roll
FIGURE 7 Stereo diagrams (wall-eyed) of average structures in S, E, and G configurations. Edge basepairs are omitted for clarity.
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and tilt angles between the bulge-enclosing basepairs. For
the S conformations the bulge acts as a wedge, causing
significant bending mostly directed toward the opposite
strand (90°) and slightly into the major groove (0°). For the
conformations E1, G2, and G3 with quite different bulge
orientations, the DNA is bent moderately toward the major
groove. The remaining E2, G1, and G4 conformations result
in mostly straight DNA helices.
Tables 5 and 6 show average rise and twist values along
the helix depending on the bulge conformation. Most of the
deviations from canonical geometries occur for the C  G/G 
C base step flanking the bulge base and the previous base
step at basepairs three and four. In some cases they extend
to the base steps at basepairs two and three as well as five
and six. In the S conformation the presence of the bulge
base causes significantly larger twist values around the
bulge. An increased distance between basepairs is necessary
to accommodate a stacked basepair, while the other base
steps exhibit fairly regular DNA structures. However, al-
though twist values are similar, the helical rise is consis-
tently lower for the S2 conformation than for S1 along the
helix in a range that is more typical of A-DNA than B-DNA.
This coincides with a larger fraction of A-type C3-endo
furanose ring conformations for S2 than for S1 around the
bulge base. The extended conformations E1 and E2 have
only a small effect on the DNA structure that involves an
increase in rise and an increase in twist at the following base
step starting at basepairs three (E2) and four (E1), respec-
tively. All of the G conformations have increased twist
angles around the bulge base. Rise values are fairly typical
of regular DNA with the exception of G2, where the fourth
basepair (C  G) is moved closer to the third basepair (G  C).
The fluctuations provided in Tables 5 and 6 give an indi-
cation of the flexibility of DNA at different conformations.
Higher degrees of flexibility are found for S1 and S2 and for
E2. However, the G conformations are generally more rigid.
Backbone structure
As indicated above, the conformational freedom of the
bulge base is determined to a large extent by the structure of
FIGURE 8 Stereo diagram (wall-eyed) of
transition in simulation E-C from the looped-
out conformation (E) into minor groove near
the triple conformation (T). Snapshots are
shown at 9.3, 9.5, 9.8, and 11.4 ns.
TABLE 3 Average bulge parameters for bulge conformations as defined in Fig. 1 accumulated over time intervals according
to Table 2
   x y z
S1 27.4 (6.97) 80.6 (5.49) 9.6 (8.34) 0.05 (0.53) 0.05 (0.64) 0.06 (0.20)
S2 45.6 (8.55) 90.9 (5.34) 3.2 (8.09) 0.12 (0.54) 0.17 (0.59) 0.09 (0.18)
E1 127.5 (15.28) 92.0 (13.40) 46.1 (34.33) 11.31 (1.43) 1.95 (1.48) 3.27 (1.62)
E2 164.7 (18.50) 106.6 (21.02) 183.3 (60.44) 11.91 (0.87) 3.94 (2.02) 0.79 (2.97)
G1 59.0 (7.50) 55.9 (6.42) 161.2 (8.85) 6.93 (0.64) 1.17 (0.83) 5.41 (0.58)
G2 18.8 (7.32) 57.8 (4.15) 77.0 (91.78) 3.09 (0.59) 5.47 (0.64) 5.64 (0.46)
G3 23.9 (26.61) 40.2 (9.60) 100.5 (36.81) 5.51 (1.13) 4.97 (1.06) 6.28 (0.63)
G4 91.7 (27.58) 28.8 (12.01) 61.8 (81.59) 8.03 (1.22) 2.25 (1.18) 6.81 (1.04)
T 2.5 (5.82) 76.1 (7.34) 8.3 (12.20) 0.42 (0.42) 4.62 (0.42) 1.53 (0.48)
M 81.6 (12.03) 105.7 (13.28) 3.3 (37.09) 6.54 (0.98) 0.82 (0.86) 2.44 (1.04)
Displacements are given in angstroms. Standard deviations are included in parentheses. For comparison, values for average structures (T and M) from
simulations with the AMBER force field (M. Feig and B. M. Pettitt, unbpublished results) are included as well.
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the backbone around the bulge, because the backbone fixes
the orientation of the sugar ring where the bulge base is
attached through the glycosidic bond. Most of the flexibility
in the DNA backbone is realized by transitions involving
the - dihedral pair and sugar puckering between B-type
C2-endo/C1-exo/O4-endo and A-type C3-endo confor-
mations. Table 7 shows the main populations of furanose
ring conformations at the bulge and surrounding bases. The
sugar pucker is found mostly in B form between O4-endo
and C2-endo, as would be expected for a B-DNA helix.
Major populations of the A form C3-endo sugar pucker
occur during S and G conformations. In the G1, G2, and G3
structures the sugar at the bulge base adopts the C3-endo or
C2-exo forms almost exclusively, but remains in C1-exo/
C2-endo in the G4 structure. In the S2 structure, both the
bulge base and the previous cytosine base predominantly
populate C3-endo conformations, while at the same time
the rise is also reduced to values typical of A-DNA, as
discussed above. However, the sugar at the bulge base is in
B form in the S1 structure, while the flanking cytosine base
still has 25% population in the C3-endo range. Interest-
ingly, a significant C3-endo population is also found at the
cytosine base of the fifth basepair on the opposite strand.
The dihedral angles  and  show the most complex
variation depending on the bulge conformation. Usually 
and  are highly correlated (Dickerson, 1983) with typical
values of 
 185°, 
 265° (BI), 
 245°, 
 175° (BII),
and  
 205°,  
 290° (A) (Schneider et al., 1997). Due to
the presence of the bulge base significant deviations from
canonical BI conformations are apparent only at the phos-
phates immediately flanking the bulge base, and in some
cases also at the next phosphate group in 3 direction
between the sixth and seventh base (GpA). Because  mea-
sures the torsion along the atoms C3-O3-P-O5, compared
to  measuring the torsion for C4-C3-O3-P, it is better
suited to distinguish conformational variations of the phos-
phate backbone from the furanose pucker to the extent that
they are not directly correlated. A clearer picture of the
variation of  before and after the bulge base depending on
the bulge conformation can be obtained by mapping 
values onto  and . The resulting pictures are shown in
Fig. 10. It can easily be seen that transitions between bulge
conformations coincide with distinctively different back-
bone conformations as measured by  in at least either
above or below the bulge base. S1 and S2 conformations are
distinguished by a region where  assumes values around
160° (BII) at the ApG base step, occupying most of the
conformational space covered by S1. In the T form the ApG
base step has  values around 280°, but the CpA step is in
BII form. A transition from T to G2 would maintain the
backbone at the CpA step, but require a transition in the
ApG step to  values around 360° to accommodate the
corresponding rotation of the bulge base. G1 and G4 struc-
tures are distinguished from G2 and G3 by a reduction to
90° in  at the CpA step, while an equilibrium between  

FIGURE 9 Stereo diagram (wall-eyed) of water (red/white) and sodium ions (magenta) in minor groove at 11.4 ns during simulation E-C. The bulge base
near the triple conformation is shown in blue.
TABLE 4 Bend angle  and orientation  relative to major
groove calculated from averge roll and tilt angles
Bend Angle  Direction 
S1 17.9 76
S2 24.8 64
E1 11.4 358
E2 8.6 320
G1 7.3 286
G2 14.3 10
G3 13.1 353
G4 5.7 295
Angles as follows (Zhurkin, 1985; Olson et al., 1988; Young et al., 1995):
 
2  	2; using  
 tan1(	/), for  	 0 and 	 	 0:  
 , for  	
0 and 	  0:  
 360  , for   0:  
 180  .
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320° and  
 30° at the ApG step is sampled for both
structures. In the extended conformations  values are pre-
dominantly found around 60° at the ApG step, whereas the
backbone at the CpA correlates with the bulge orientation.
For E2 it populates two states at 121° and 156° (BII), and for
E1 it is at 290° in the A-DNA range.
Comparison with experimental data
After characterizing the observed structures in detail, we
will now compare the results from the simulation to avail-
able experimental data. The most important benchmarks are
NMR measurements that have been performed on the same
sequence in a similar solution environment (Hare et al.,
1986; Nikonowicz et al., 1989). Using their published pro-
ton distances or distance constraints from NOE for the bulge
base and the two flanking basepairs on each side, root-
mean-square (RMS) and maximum violations have been
calculated for the average structure of each conformation
(Table 8). Results for some of the lowest energy conforma-
tions from continuum solvent modeling (Zacharias and
Sklenar, 1997) as well as the M and T conformations from
the AMBER force field simulations are also included for
comparison. It should be noted that Hare et al. have pub-
lished interval distance constraints, while Nikonowicz et al.
only report single values. The RMS deviations are calcu-
lated from the violations outside the specified intervals for
the data by Hare et al., but with respect to the distance from
the single values provided by Nikonowicz et al. As a con-
sequence, the RMS values for the data by Hare et al. in the
first two columns are much smaller than for the data by
Nikonowicz et al. Not surprisingly, the extended E, M, and
G conformations violate the experimental distance con-
straints significantly. The T conformations agree reasonably
well, only if the distances between exchangeable protons are
disregarded, but show large maximum deviations of several
angstroms otherwise. Confirming the previous conclusions
from the NMR data (Hare et al., 1986; Nikonowicz et al.,
1989) that the bulge base is stacked within the helix, the
agreement for the S conformations is good. The best match
with experimental data is found for the S1 conformation.
Average violations of0.04 Å with respect to the constraint
intervals given by Hare et al. and average deviations of 0.2
Å from the distances by Nikonowicz et al. with maximum
deviations of 1 Å from both experimental data sets are
considered very good results from free simulations without
restraints. For comparison, typical violations of NOE dis-
tance restraints in restrained simulations of nucleic acid
structures are 0.03–0.05 Å on average, with maximum
violations of 0.3–0.5 Å (Dornberger et al., 1998). Very
encouragingly, S1 also coincides with the lowest energy
conformation in the S-C and T-C simulations.
The comparison with crystallographic data on bulge-
containing DNA is less straightforward because interactions
of the bulge bases with neighboring DNA molecules may
influence the reported structures. This appears to be the case
particularly for the structure by Joshua-Tor et al. (1992)
where the looped-out base from one helix stacks into the
TABLE 5 Average values for rise in Å between basepairs calculated with NEWHEL93 (Dickerson, 1992) and accumulated over
time intervals according to Table 2
C  GpG  C G  CpC  G C  G*G  C G  CpA  T A  TpA  T
S1 3.10 (0.49) 3.08 (0.51) 5.54 (0.50) 3.01 (0.49) 3.26 (0.40)
S2 2.94 (0.65) 2.83 (0.44) 5.08 (0.55) 2.92 (0.44) 3.07 (0.35)
E1 3.47 (0.38) 3.28 (0.30) 3.81 (0.39) 3.29 (0.36) 3.25 (0.32)
E2 3.52 (0.51) 3.71 (0.53) 3.24 (0.53) 3.31 (0.43) 3.17 (0.36)
G1 3.42 (0.33) 3.94 (0.29) 3.05 (0.31) 3.38 (0.30) 3.40 (0.33)
G2 3.69 (0.32) 2.79 (0.36) 4.32 (0.26) 3.22 (0.33) 3.09 (0.26)
G3 3.57 (0.31) 3.22 (0.36) 3.58 (0.46) 3.31 (0.36) 3.07 (0.29)
G4 3.90 (0.45) 3.63 (0.27) 3.44 (0.31) 3.32 (0.34) 3.29 (0.27)
Standard deviations are included in parentheses.
TABLE 6 Average values for twist angles between basepairs calculated with NEWHEL93 (Dickerson, 1992) and accumulated
over time intervals according to Table 2
C  GpG  C G  CpC  G C  G*G  C G  CpA  T A  TpA  T
S1 38.6 (4.9) 32.5 (4.9) 51.8 (5.9) 34.2 (4.7) 34.9 (4.5)
S2 39.5 (6.4) 33.5 (3.8) 52.4 (5.4) 31.8 (4.1) 35.2 (3.7)
E1 38.3 (4.0) 35.2 (4.2) 38.9 (5.4) 40.1 (4.3) 36.6 (3.6)
E2 38.0 (4.4) 27.8 (6.6) 43.8 (4.7) 37.3 (4.0) 37.4 (3.6)
G1 40.1 (3.5) 25.9 (4.1) 49.7 (3.6) 38.7 (3.5) 35.8 (3.9)
G2 35.6 (3.5) 36.7 (3.0) 41.6 (3.6) 39.1 (3.9) 38.9 (2.5)
G3 37.3 (3.5) 34.4 (3.5) 44.1 (4.2) 38.5 (3.3) 37.2 (3.6)
G4 36.0 (5.1) 29.5 (3.3) 45.6 (4.2) 38.8 (4.4) 37.9 (3.1)
Standard deviations are included in parentheses.
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neighboring helix and it is less obvious to what extent such
results are applicable to non-interacting DNA helices. Nev-
ertheless, quite good agreement is found between the struc-
ture by Joshua-Tor et al. with an adenine bulge in a similar
sequence context as in our simulations and the E2 confor-
mation. The comparison finds that the backbone conforma-
tion is essentially the same, although the orientation of the
bulge base deviates, most likely due to particular stacking
interaction with a neighboring helix that is not present in the
simulation.
Similar conformations are also found for looped-out ad-
enine bulges in RNA structures. The bulge in the phage
MS2 replicase gene operator RNA bound to its coat protein
is close to the E2 conformation (Valegard et al., 1997) and
an adenine bulge in the P4-P6 domain of group I self-
splicing intron RNA from Tetrahymena thermophila (Cate
et al., 1996). Another example of an extended adenine bulge
conformation in the crystal environment is found in a recent
investigation of a DNA-RNA hybrid (Sudarsanakumar et
al., 2000), but most interesting is experimental evidence for
G-type bulge conformations as well. An adenine bulge in
the first stem loop of the SL1 RNA of Caenorhabditis
elegans has a conformation similar to G2 (Greenbaum et al.,
1996), while in a structure of the HIV-1 genomic RNA
dimerization initiation site a bulge conformation close to G1
is reported (Ennifar et al., 1999).
DISCUSSION
Although many computer simulations have been reported
for canonical DNA, only a few simulations are available for
non-canonical nucleic acid structures important in a variety
of biological processes. To our knowledge, no simulations
have been reported for bulged DNA or RNA structures
despite their biological relevance, e.g., in DNA mismatch
repair and RNA-protein and RNA-RNA interactions. Ex-
perimental data on DNA and double-stranded RNA mole-
cules with single bulge bases distinguish between structures
where single bulge bases are either stacked in with the rest
of the helix or completely looped-out. Which conformation
is found depends on the base type and the environment
and/or the experimental technique used for structure deter-
mination. No clear picture is available from experiment how
bulge-containing nucleic acid structures interact with pro-
teins. The conformational flexibility of bulge bases, and in
particular the transition from stacked conformation appar-
ently favored in solution by purine bases to an extended
conformation in nucleic acid-protein complexes, is only
poorly understood.
The simulations presented here offer a more detailed
view of the complex range of conformations that may be
accessible to bulge-containing nucleic acid helices at room
temperature in an aqueous solution environment and sug-
gest a transition pathway between the stacked and extended
form through the minor groove. In addition to the stacked
(S) and fully extended (E) conformations that agree well
with NMR (stacked form) and crystallographic data (ex-
tended), other conformations were identified in which the
bulge base associates with the nucleic acid structure in the
minor groove to varying extents. Some of these conforma-
tions were already suggested from earlier continuum solvent
modeling (Zacharias and Sklenar, 1997), but our simula-
tions provide a more detailed picture and have also revealed
completely new possible conformations.
Both the S-C and T-C simulations converge toward the
S1 conformation, which is in excellent agreement with
available NMR distance restraints, in particular when con-
sidering that no restraints were used during our simulations.
TABLE 7 Predominant furanose pseudo rotation angle populations during time intervals according to Table 2
C A G C G
S1 C2-endo C2-endo C2-endo C2-endo C2-endo
C3-endo C1-exo C3-endo
S2 C3-endo C3-endo C2-endo C2-endo C2-endo
C2-endo C3-exo
E1 C2-endo C1-exo O4-endo C2-endo C2-endo
C2-endo C2-endo
C1-exo
E2 C1-exo C2-endo C2-endo C1-exo C2-endo C2-endo
C1-exo
G1 C2-endo C3-endo C2-endo C2-endo C2-endo
C1-exo C2-exo C1-exo
G2 C2-endo C3-endo C1-exo C2-endo C2-endo
G3 C2-endo C3-endo O4-endo C2-endo C2-endo
C1-exo
C2-endo
G4 C2-endo C1-exo C1-exo C2-endo C2-endo
C1-exo C2-endo C2-endo
C2-exo: 36–0, C3-endo: 0–36, O4-endo: 72–108, C1-exo: 108–144, C2-endo: 144–180, C3-exo: 180–216.
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At the same time, the S1 conformation also exhibits the
degree of bending expected from gel retardation experi-
ments. Because the extended E and G conformations ob-
served in the simulations E-C and M-C violate NMR dis-
tance constraints significantly, they are not expected to be
populated 	10% of the time to be consistent with NMR
data. They correspond, however, to similar structures found
in the crystal environment where the extended bulge con-
formations appear to be stabilized by interactions with other
molecules and/or by the crystal environment. Although
these conformations are stable on the relatively short nano-
second time scale accessible in simulations, we assume that
these conformations are energetically higher than the
stacked conformation, as concluded from previous model-
ing studies. We therefore expect a complete transition to-
ward the stacked form if sufficient time is given to cross the
kinetic barrier between the extended and stacked form. Due
to the apparent involvement of extended bulges in protein
interactions, it may be more important, though, in the bio-
logical context to gain a good understanding of the energetic
landscape of extended bulge conformations and possible
transition pathways than the favored stacked solution con-
formation.
In this respect the simulations presented here offer new
insight not available from previous experimental or theoret-
ical studies. In particular they provide the first direct evi-
dence of transitions between different bulge conformations
on the nanosecond timescale. Transitions are observed from
E1/E2, through G4, G1, G3, to G2, and from T to S.
Although a complete transition between the stacked and
extended forms has not been observed in a single simula-
tion, we deduce from our simulation data that the most
likely pathway includes a transition between the G2 and T
conformations that are structurally quite close. Although
there is no steric hindrance for a G2 7 T transition, the
simulation data indicate that such a transition is apparently
limited mostly by a barrier in the backbone around the 
dihedral that hinders the required conformational rearrange-
ment, but ionic solvent effects that stabilize G conforma-
tions in particular seem to play an important role as well. An
alternative transition pathway through the major groove
would be conceivable in theory, but is not supported by the
simulation data. The pronounced bending of the DNA helix
toward the major groove with the stacked bulge base im-
poses steric hindrance for opening of the bulge base into the
major groove, while the widened minor groove is easily
accessible from the S1 conformation.
The simulations demonstrate that the observed transitions
between the distinct bulge conformations may occur readily
without significantly disrupting the surrounding structure of
the double-stranded helix, and the same appears to be the
case for the suggested G2 7 T transition. Thus, different
bulge conformations are accessible after formation of a
double helix without major structural rearrangements or
temporary dissociation of both strands. Although the simu-
lations here do not provide sufficient sampling to calculate
reliable relative free energies or populations between the
distinct conformational families, the direction of the ob-
served transitions combined with the fact that transitions
could be observed on nanosecond simulation timescales
allows a tentative sketch of a complete free energy profile as
shown in Fig. 11. Although a more accurate study of the
transition path is in progress and will be reported at a later
time, the available data from this simulation combined with
experimental evidence already allows an estimate of relative
free energies. The free energy of the S conformations ap-
pears to be lower than the T conformation by at least 2-3
kcal/mol, since a T3 S transition was observed within 1
ns in simulation T-C, but the reverse S 3 T did not occur
during 10 ns in simulation S-C. S1 was found to be slightly
lower than S2. Within the extended conformations E and G
smaller transitional barriers seem to be present between E2
and G4/G1, G4/G1, and G2/G3, and between E1 and E2.
Because it takes 10 ns until the E2 3 G4 transition
FIGURE 10 Distribution of backbone dihedral angle  at the bulge base
depending on bulge orientation measured by spherical coordinates  and ,
as in Fig. 3.  values are color-coded for CpA (A) and ApG base steps (B)
surrounding the bulge base according to the color bar shown, and accu-
mulated from simulations S-C, E-C, T-C, and M-C.
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occurs, but only 3 ns for the reverse G4/G1 3 E2 tran-
sition, E2 is expected to be lower in free energy than G4/G1.
G4/G1 and G2/G3 should have similar free energies be-
cause they readily interconvert. The relative free energy
difference between G2 and T or extended and stacked
conformations cannot be estimated from the simulations.
However, experimental evidence from NMR measurements
that only observe stacked conformations imposes a popula-
tion limit of 10% for other conformations. This translates
into an energetic difference of at least 2-3 kcal/mol between
the lowest-energy S1 and E2 conformations. A minimum
barrier height of several kcal/mol is estimated in either
direction of the G27 T transition because neither transition
was observed in the simulations. Finally, the M conforma-
tion has a higher free energy relative to the E conformations
because the M 3 E transition occurs rapidly in simulation
M-C. Following this rough estimate, the rate-limiting bar-
rier would be	4 kcal/mol relative to S1 between T and G2.
It should be emphasized again that this suggested free
energy profile is by no means quantitative, but should give
a useful first qualitative estimate that will be improved in
future studies by other computational techniques that would
go beyond the range of this paper.
Another interesting aspect that can be addressed in more
detail with explicit solvent simulations is the influence of
solvent on different bulge conformation and possible impli-
cations for a change in equilibrium under different solvent
conditions. From a first analysis of water and ion distribu-
tions it appears that ionic effects play a role in the stabili-
zation of some G conformations possibly also inhibiting the
completion of the G2 3 T transition. If this is the case,
increased salt concentrations might cause higher popula-
tions of extended E and G conformations. Indirectly, in-
creased salt concentrations are also expected to favor S2
over S1, because S2 exhibits A-DNA features to a larger
extent than S1, and A-DNA is preferentially stabilized un-
der high salt conditions. However, another difference be-
tween S1 and S2 is given by stacking with either the base
above or below. Because stacking interactions depend on
the involved base types (Norberg and Nilsson, 1995a, b), the
surrounding sequence should affect the equilibrium between
S1 and S2 as well.
FIGURE 11 Suggested free energy profile between
bulge conformations.
TABLE 8 Root-mean-square and maximum deviations in average simulated bulge conformations from NOE-derived distances
(Nikonowicz et al., 1989) or distance intervals (Hare et al., 1986)
Conformation
NOE Violation (Å)
Hare et al.† Hare et al.‡ Nikonowicz et al.§
S1 0.035 0.90 0.037 0.90 0.195 0.80
S2 0.047 1.49 0.050 1.49 0.287 1.48
I-1* 0.066 1.45 0.070 1.45 0.241 1.19
E1 0.245 9.75 0.115 4.61 0.896 4.91
E2 0.294 12.55 0.098 3.60 0.823 3.74
G1 0.226 10.49 0.091 3.57 0.811 4.19
G2 0.204 8.98 0.104 4.46 0.919 4.92
G3 0.237 10.99 0.099 4.19 0.884 4.59
G4 0.236 9.32 0.152 6.32 1.128 5.94
T¶ 0.105 4.34 0.051 1.21 0.184 0.90
IIa-1* 0.063 2.18 0.053 1.17 0.230 1.23
IIa-2* 0.104 5.12 0.057 1.44 0.225 1.07
M¶ 0.113 3.40 0.088 2.79 0.571 3.09
*Lowest energy conformations from continuum solvent modeling (Zacharias and Sklenar, 1997).
†Sixty-two nonexchangeable and exchangeable proton distance constraints for bulge base and two flanking basepairs on each side (Hare et al., 1986).
‡As above but excluding exchangeable proton distance constraints.
§Eight NOE-derived distances involving bulge base (Nikonowicz et al., 1989).
¶Converged structures from simulations with AMBER force field.
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Biological implications
The conformational landscape depicted above consists of
several well-defined main conformations, some of which
having distinct subconformations, mainly as a consequence
of discrete backbone states. The information available from
the data presented here gives a comprehensive view of the
conformational freedom of a free nucleic acid with a single
bulge base. The related energetic aspects are important in
understanding formation of bulge-specific protein-DNA and
protein-RNA complexes.
The mechanism of natural mismatch repair for unpaired
nucleotides is provided by an interplay among bacterial
MutH, MutL, and MutS proteins (Modrich, 1991; Kolodner,
1995) or eukaryotic homologs (Kolodner, 1996; Modrich
and Lahue, 1996). The repair mechanism is initiated
through MutL/MutH after specific structural recognition of
bulge-containing DNA fragments by MutS independent of
the bulge base type or surrounding sequence, although
NMR experiments indicate that stacked and looped-out
conformations are populated differently, depending on the
bulge base and sequence context (Kalnik et al., 1989a, 1990;
Morden et al., 1990). Unless the repair mechanism can
recognize extra bases in both conformations, it would re-
quire transitions to a common conformation before it is
recognized by the repair enzyme. A transition from the
stacked to the extended form is also implied for a phage
MS2 stem-loop RNA fragment at the replicase gene trans-
lational repression operator and initiation site. An extra
adenine bulge within this structure is found to be stacked
within the stem helix (Borer et al., 1995; Kerwood and
Borer, 1996; Smith and Nikonowicz, 1998) in solution but
looped-out when bound to the MS2 coat protein for trans-
lational repression (Valegard et al., 1994, 1997; Rowsell et
al., 1998). Crystal structures of a pyrimidine dimer specific
excision repair enzyme (Vassylev et al., 1995) and a bac-
terial methylase (Reinisch et al., 1995) complexed with
DNA indicate that the transition from a regular stacked form
to an extended conformation is also interesting in different
contexts.
It is also interesting to compare the results found here to
base flipping in regular double-stranded DNA upon meth-
yltransferase binding that requires a completely flipped-out
base for the methylation reaction to take place. Crystallo-
graphic data are available for complexes of DNA with
cytosine-5 HhaI methyltransferase (O’Gara et al., 1996;
Kumar et al., 1994; Klimasauskas et al., 1994). The data
indicate that the methyltransferase makes contact with DNA
in the major groove while the flipped-out base is oriented
somewhat toward the minor groove, suggesting a transition
pathway through the minor groove. However, modeling
studies of base opening in enzyme-free canonical B-DNA
have identified only major groove pathways to be energet-
ically feasible (Ramstein and Lavery, 1988; Chen et al.,
1998). Enzyme participation has been suggested to allow a
minor groove base opening pathway, but no detailed model
is available. Within the limitations that a complementary
base poses additional constraints on basepair opening path-
ways, our results for an unpaired base may suggest that a
minor groove pathway similar to the one described here
could become favorable if the DNA helix is transiently bent
toward the major groove.
The results obtained here for an extra unpaired base in
double-stranded DNA are expected to be transferable to
unpaired bases in RNA structures, at least to some degree.
As reviewed in more detail in the Introduction, experimental
evidence finds for the most part very similar structures of
DNA and RNA with single bulge bases under the same
environmental conditions. For adenine bulges, stacked con-
formations are preferred in solution, while extended confor-
mations occur in the crystal environment and/or complexed
with proteins. In general, this suggests similar energetics
with respect to bulge conformations in DNA and RNA.
Projection of the proposed transition pathway between the
stacked and extended form from the DNA simulations into
an RNA context introduces no apparent steric hindrance,
suggesting that a very similar pathway is likely in RNA as
well. Despite some degree of uncertainty in applying the
results from DNA structures to RNA, it is interesting to
evaluate the proposed transition pathway for a well-docu-
mented RNA-protein complex involving specific interac-
tions with an adenine bulge.
The interaction of the coat protein in phage MS2 with its
replicase gene operator RNA is the most extensively studied
example of nucleic acid-protein interactions involving an
extra nucleotide, and it is interesting to discuss the simula-
tion results with respect to this complex in more detail.
Experimental data have established that apart from the
nucleotides in the loop region, only a bulged purine at
position 10 is essential for tight binding of the RNA
operator to the closely related R17 coat protein (Wu and
Uhlenbeck, 1987; Romaniuk et al., 1987). This becomes
obvious in the crystal structure of the complex where highly
specific interactions are visible between the extended bulge
nucleotide and residues Thr-45 and Ser-47 of the protein
(Valegard et al., 1997). From the available experimental
data it has been suggested that the coat protein first recog-
nizes and binds the RNA loop region before the adenine
bulge loops out into the extended form and also binds to the
protein. This would imply limitations for the transition path
and the conformational flexibility of nucleotide bases next
to the bulge during the transition due to the presence of the
already associated protein.
As shown in Fig. 12 the suggested transition path from
our simulations presents a feasible pathway that would
allow the base to move from the stacked form, which is
apparently more favorable in free RNA in solution, to the
extended form, more favorable in the complex, without
clashing with the protein bound to the loop region. An
interesting additional effect of the transition from the
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stacked to the extended form is a straightening of the helix
at the bulge site that enables an additional RNA-protein
contact point between the RNA A-13 nucleotide and the
Arg-49 protein residue further enhancing binding specificity
for the looped-out conformation. The biological function of
the repressor operator also requires some form of modula-
tion that allows dissociation for eventual gene transcription.
It appears that this function is provided by the conforma-
tional flexibility of the adenine bulge because the binding
affinity of the stem-loop is expected to vary greatly between
a stacked and extended bulge conformation. Our simula-
tions indicate that one possibility to affect the equilibrium
between stacked and extended conformations may be given
by changes in the ionic solvent environment. Because RNA
stem-loops are a common motif in RNA-protein interac-
tions, it is likely that similar mechanisms are relevant for
other RNA-protein complexes. However, further studies
will be required for a more complete understanding, includ-
ing the fact that relative free energies for both conforma-
tions and barriers are expected to differ between DNA and
RNA.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study molecular dynamics simulations over 35 ns
total simulation time have provided new insight into the
range of conformations that are accessible to a DNA frag-
ment with a single bulge base with implications for bulge-
specific protein-DNA and protein-RNA interactions. In ex-
cellent agreement with experimental data, the simulations
produce stable structures where the bulge base remains
either stacked within the flanking bases or fully extended
for many nanoseconds. Furthermore, the extensive sampling
done here allows a division of each family into distinct
subconformations that occur as a result of discrete backbone
states and alternative stacking interactions with either one of
the flanking basepairs in the stacked form. In addition, for
significant periods of simulation time partially extended
conformations are observed in which the bulge base asso-
ciates with the minor groove to varying extents. Although a
complete transition between the stacked and extended forms
has not been observed in the simulations, the combination of
all observed structures suggests a likely transition path that
would leave the surrounding DNA structure mostly unaf-
fected. For the interaction of the MS2 replicase gene oper-
ator RNA with its coat protein such a pathway allows initial
recognition and binding of the RNA fragment with a
stacked bulge base found in solution before the bulge loops
out to an extended form that is more favorable in the
complex.
APPENDIX
Here we describe the details of a convenient set of coordinates for studying
bulges. First, a local coordinate system is calculated for both flanking
basepairs by applying a previously introduced definition (Feig and Pettitt,
1999a). The line through the centers of mass of each base to the C1 carbon
defines the x axis. The average between the vectors from the C4 (pyrimi-
dines) or C6 (purines) atom to the C2 atom is used to approximate the y
axis and span the x/y plane. The z axis can then be derived by taking the
cross product between x and the approximate y axes. The proper orthogonal
y axis follows from the cross product between z and x. The reference frame
for calculating the bulge base orientation is then defined as the average
between the coordinate systems of both basepairs. To arrive at an orthog-
onal coordinate system, only the x and approximate y axes are averaged
from both basepairs. From these averages the z and proper y axes are then
FIGURE 12 Complex of RNA fragment representing bacteriophage MS2 repression operator and initiation site for replicase gene with MS2 coat protein
(Valegard et al., 1997) in comparison with simulated bulge conformations along the suggested transition path. Experimental RNA structure is shown in red
and green, protein residues within 5 Å are shown in blue. The E2 conformation from the simulation matched with the RNA structure at the backbone around
the bulge base is given in yellow. Bulge conformations of structures at 9.5, 9.8, and 11.4 ns from simulation E-C matched to the RNA in the same way
are highlighted and shown in yellow as well. White balls represent water molecules in the crystal structure.
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computed in the same way as described above. The origin of the new
reference frame is set at the midpoint on the connection line between the
centers of mass of the flanking bases on the strand that contains the bulge
base so that the center of mass of the bulge base will be close to the origin
in the stacked conformation. Displacements of the bulge base center of
mass from this origin along the x, y, and z directions in the new reference
frame are termed slide, shift, and rise, in correspondence with the regular
helical parameters with the same name (Dickerson et al., 1989). The vector
from the furanose C1 atom at the bulge base to the bulge base center of
mass is used to describe the angular orientation of the bulge base. Repre-
senting this vector in spherical coordinates gives the angles  and . 
measures the counterclockwise rotation in the x/y plane so that bulge base
is in the stacked form at   30°, in the minor groove for   0°, fully
extended at   180°, and in the major groove for   90°. The angle
 specifies the inclination of the bulge base out of the x/y plane. Calculated
as the angle toward the z axis it is 90° when the bulge lies in the x/y plane,
and 0° or 180° when the bulge base is completely perpendicular to the
plane along the z axis in positive or negative direction, respectively. The
third rotational degree of freedom consists of the rotation angle around the
vector from C1 to the bulge base center of mass that will be called . It is
calculated as the rotation of the vector from C6 to C2 around the x axis
after rotating the bulge base back so that the vector from C1 to the bulge
base center of mass is aligned with the x axis. This is accomplished by a
rotation around the z axis by  and then around the y axis by   
/2.
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